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GREEK ARCHITECTURE, ANCIENT AND HODERN. 
'OLTAIEE once boasted that if God wanted an idea to make 
the circuit of the world, lie put it into the heart of a French- 
man. We claim this marvellously communicative power for the 
ancient Greeks. There was in the character of the Greeks a subtle, 
penetrating influence that has diffused itself over the whole world. 
They were able to make themselves felt and remembered. They 
possessed elements of character that enabled Greece to triumph over 
her conquerors. Rome, by a superior force of arms, subjugated 
Greece ; Greece, by a superior force of soul, made Rome her captive 
and pupil. In literature and art the Greeks stand unexcelled. Their 
language is not a dead language. Their literature is a well-spring of 
classic learning. Their works of art are living expressions of vigorous 
thought. We study them with ever-increasing delight. We are 
pleased especially to know much of Greek architecture, for we seem 
^ by that means to come into direct communication with the life and 
thought of the Greeks. It is doubtless true that they took their first 
knowledge of architecture from the Egyptians. In fact, they prob- 
ably learned from the Egyptians the most that they knew about 
anything; but the Greeks had too keen an eye for beauty and con- 
structive truth to make a thing simply because the Egyptians or any 
one else had made it. 
The few relics of Greek architecture that remain to us are the 
ruins of the temples.    Nothing remains of the dwelling-houses. 
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The Greek temple was designed for the worship of the gods. 
It was the shrine of a statue of marvellous size and beauty, in ivory 
and gold. The temple was lighted from above. The interior dimen- 
sions were small. To increase them would be to dwarf by compar- 
ison the size of the statue. A small apartment was reserved for a 
treasury. A portico was built, the exterior extension of the temple. 
It enhanced the beauty of the temple hy making a break in the 
monotony of the dead wall surface. The portico had its use. It was 
the waiting-room for those for whom there was no room within the 
temple. Thus no one felt that he was excluded. The columns that 
supported the roof of the temple were often of the purest marble 
and beautifully chiselled. Their appearance is most satisfying to 
the eye. The lines rise in constantly varying curves. The seem- 
ingly perpendicular lines are never perpendicular, and always out of 
parallel. The columns and capitals were purposely made of different 
sizes, and the spacings between the columns are delicately irregular. 
These nice variations in size and distance in apparently correspond- 
ing parts, the curving horizontals, the leaning perpendiculars, the 
complete absence of parallels, all these make the Greek temple as 
pleasing to the eye as it is difficult to copy. 
We may trace in the delicate outlines and wave-like surfaces a 
delineation of the Greek character. The Greek model is free, spon- 
taneous, and true. The modern copy is stiff, rigid, '"correct." The 
Greeks sought for expression, the modern copyist for "style." In 
very ancient times, the Greeks had no temples. They worshiped in 
groves and upon high mountains, with the ocean clearly in view. 
We may not doubt that their conception of purity and freshness in 
building was drawn from the simple grandeur of the wide-spreading 
forest, the lofty mountain, and the unbounded sea. Nature is free, 
but never wanton ; lavish, but never wasteful. So it is in the Greek 
temple. There is no limit of inflexible law or dwarfing stint, but 
there is in no part an inch of superfluous material. The structure is 
complete, and that is enough. 
The Greek temples were, in the first instances, of the most simple 
form and without decorations. As the Greeks increased in power 
and wealth, their buildings took on great splendor and magnificence. 
The finest temples were built during the fifty years following the 
battle of Salamis, 480 B.C. The gods had favored the Greeks in 
battle, therefore the gods must have shrines commensurate with the 
increased power of the country.    National  pride was at its height. 
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The old temples were pulled down and their places filled with new 
ones which were " the pride of Greece and the shame of the rest of 
the world." Some of these temples were so massively built that they 
remain after a period of over two thousand years. The Pantheon and 
the Temple of Theseus still stand upon the Acropolis at Athens, the 
Temple of Theseus being the oldest edifice in the world. In the 
island of Delos, also, are remains of temples to Apollo and Diana, 
all in a wonderful state of preservation. These remains are most 
valuable, as they are sufficiently complete to enable us to study the 
plan and character of the original structure. A temple was fre- 
quently dedicated to two or more gods, and was always built after 
the manner considered most acceptable to the particular divinities to 
whom they were consecrated. Almost every god had a form of 
building peculiar to himself, which was deemed more pleasing to him 
than any other. The Doric style of architecture was sacred to Zeus, 
Ares, and Heracles, as the massiveness of this order seemed fitting 
for gods of most ponderous character. The most famous temple of 
this order was the Parthenon, dedicated to Athena as goddess of 
war. It is considered the most beautiful building of its class in the 
world. The graceful Iouic order was sacred to Apollo, Artemis 
(or Diana), and Dionysus. This style belonged primarily to the 
Greek cities of Ionia and Asia Minor. The most celebrated example 
of this order was the temple of Diana at Ephesus. This temple was 
425 feet long by 220 feet wide. The Corinthian order was used in 
temples dedicated to Venus, Flora, and the nymphs of the fountain, 
because the flowers and foliage with which this order was adorned 
seemed to express most aptly the delicacy and elegance of those 
deities. 
As Greece declined in wealth and political influence, Greek liter- 
ature and art declined accordingly. Rome came to the front, and 
the products of Greek genius were neglected and nearly annihilated. 
The Greek spirit was not dead. Its influence was being felt in Rome 
in every branch of activity. It was inspiring in the Romans an 
admiration for Greek literature and art. When the Romans saw 
what the Greeks had done in those lines, they were eager to imitate 
them. They accordingly wrote books somewhat similar in style to 
those of the Greeks, but more stately, and lacking in simplicity and 
spirit. They constructed edilices which were considered by some 
more beautiful than those of the Greeks, but which we now know 
were vastly inferior.    There is about them something unstructural 
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and profuse which produces an unsatisfying effect. In our own 
country, the Catholic cathedral and Girard Bank, in Philadelphia ; 
the City Hall, Chicago, and the Equitable Life Insurance Building in 
New York City, are fashioned after the Roman-Greek style. This 
style was revived by the Italians during the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries, a period known as the Renaissance. One remarkable 
characteristic of the Roman-Greek architecture is that the columns 
do not stand out free, but are partly incorporated into the sides of 
the building. The style of the Renaissance is inferior to that of the 
Roman-Greek period. This is probably due to the fact that the 
Italians were farther removed in point of time from the Greeks than 
were the Romans, and therefore partook less of the Greek spirit. 
In 1775 came the revival of Greek learning. It lasted until 1825 
in Europe, perhaps as late as 1840 in the New World. It developed 
an unbounded enthusiasm and took curious shapes. It led a member 
of the.French convention to propose to burn all the Dutch pictures 
in the Louvre collection because they were not classical in subject. 
It led the friends of Voltaire to follow his body to the grave dressed 
in the garments of Grecian antiquity. It furnished subjects for the 
statues of Thorwaldsen and the melodies of Beethoven. It inspired 
the dress of the Directory and of Martha Washington. The passion 
for Greek architecture passed over the world, and we have the 
Church of the Madeleine in Paris; the British Museum, the Royal 
Exchange, and the Church of St. Pancras in London ; the Bank of 
Ireland in Dublin ; the Berlin Museum ; the Ruhmeshalle in Munich ; 
Girard College and the National Bank in Philadelphia. These and 
hundreds of lesser buildings imitate more or less the style of Greek 
architecture. Churches, colleges, government buildings, railway sta- 
tions, and dwelling-houses, all bore the mark of this overwhelming 
passion for Greek style. After a time we remembered that we were 
not Greeks but Americans. Then Hoper and Pennethorne, careful 
students of Greek art, completed our disillusion. They taught us 
that we had never imitated a Greek temple at all; that a Greek 
temple had no side windows, and was painted in blue, green, and 
red. They also showed us that the lines which we had copied so 
assiduously as perpendicular were not perpendicular. Our illusion 
had been complete, but the disillusion did its work. The desire for 
Greek architecture in modern countries quickly died out. After 
1825, no building was fashioned in Greek style except for local 
causes.    An interesting  proof of this statement is furnished by the 
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city of New York. That city having grown constantly between the 
North and East Rivers, offers many points for the chronology of 
style in American architecture. Nearly all the churches in Greek 
temple style are below Fourteenth Street. Scarcely one can be found 
ahove it. That street may be considered the point where the people 
paused and reflected "what manner of men they were." 
We did well to lay aside the hase imitation. It was a certain 
admiration that led us to attempt a copy of Greek architecture. 
It was a truer admiration that caused us to abandon it. The ancient 
Greek is gone. The temples and porticos are relics of a past glory. 
We may not imitate them, but we may with profit learn to appreciate 
their quiet elegance and satisfying beauty. —L. B. ALBEK, '99. 
THE RACE  PROBLEM. 
(ORATION DELIVERED AT SENIOR EXHIBITION.) 
" Though love repine and reason chafe, 
There comes a voice without reply: 
"Tis man's perdition to he safe 
When for the truth he ought to die." 
MERICA has been likened to a great laboratory in which are 
being tested the combining possibilities of all the races. The 
experiments are to show whether races of widely different character- 
istics can be amalgamated into a single civilization. The most 
recent results give credibility to the conclusion that the white races 
will always be jealous masters of the world ; the yellow races can be 
elevated to actual equality in hereditary rights ; while the red man 
will die out in the fierce struggle to survive, and the black man must 
forever remain in isolated servitude. A difference of opinion as to 
the ultimate and desirable destiny of the black man especially, gives 
us America's vastest problem. Can a great country like ours afford 
to deny, absolutely deny, to more than one-tenth of its citizens an 
equal opportunity to grow, while it is encouraging and protecting the 
other nine-tenths in its growth? 
The cause of this sad dilemma in which the country stands is 
simple and natural. It cannot be that the color of the negro's skin 
is the cause of all his woes, for there are black people all over the 
world, and they are relatively free and happy in every country save 
in free America. But the cause of this puzzling, growing, threaten- 
ing race problem is simply the two and a half centuries of custom 
which has grown and riveted itself into the very fibers of American 
manhood. 
A1 
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By the long-established relationship of slave and master, the 
negro in the United States became a synonym for everything dark 
and undesirable. After emancipation, men were asked to change in 
a day the habit which had become permanently fixed in the lives and 
hearts of nine generations. And for the last thirty years, the open 
question lias been, "What shall we do with the freedman?" Philan- 
thropists and statesmen for all these years have been puzzling over 
this vital question ; and the black man has waited patiently, breath- 
lessly, foolishly waited for a satisfactory reply. 
At the present time, there is almost no incentive for the advance- 
ment of the negro in this New World. And there seems to be a 
virus in his blood which innoculates all with whom he comes in social 
or industrial contact. He becomes a porter on the trains, and is the 
exclusive employee ; he travels the crowded thoroughfares, but has 
plenty of room, often a whole car to himself; he enters the hotels to 
get a meal, and the guests all leave. So complete is this strange 
gift to monopolize that the black man fears to touch his dearest idols 
lest they change into a mass of useless gold. Isolation is the mother 
of crime; hence the cold figures of the statistician have marked the 
degrading tendency. 
But America has not been idle in trying to solve this problem. 
Indeed, when the problem was new, suffrage for the freedman was 
thought to be visible sign of actual freedom. Suffrage was given, 
and a million black men rushed to the polls and voted. A million 
ballots were suppressed. 
Next, education was considered a sure solvent. In this happy 
solution the negro and his white friends rejoiced that at last the true 
way was discovered by which the freedman could be made a worthy 
citizen,—a mountain path of escape from Egypt into Canaan. Up 
the dizzy heights the negro van-guard toiled, slowly, heavily, with 
misty minds and dull understandings. Some of the strongest, the 
fleetest, have slipped and fallen by the way. Yet doggedly they still 
climb to reach the elevation which overlooks life itself. Often they 
pause, reflect, and analyze the burden which will not leave their 
backs. Gladly would they think of something grander, something 
nobler, something worthier than themselves. But alas ! The causes 
of a South Carolina horror, and unjust discriminations almost every- 
where, will not leave the mind. And even from the cold heights of 
learning, the black people see their freedom but dimly and far away. 
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The swarthy ghost of Banquo still sits at the national feast, and the 
nation cries in vain : 
" Take any form but that, 
And my firm nerves shall never tremble." 
Briefly, then, the race prohlem, as it now appears in the United 
States, is entirely due to the custom—habit, if you please—fixed by 
more than two centuries of practice. In this fact appears the true 
and unfailing solution. Time and restless vigilance alone will destroy 
a bad habit and obliterate an odious custom. 
Prejudice against color is not natural, not innate, and not inevit- 
able. Already there are thousands of the best people in the land, 
especially of the new generation, who, verily, see no more horror in 
the color of the skin than in the color of the eyes. The number of 
such citizens increases on every hand, year by year, generation by 
generation, in the North and in the South. After fifty or a hundred 
years more of time and continued progress, picture if you will the 
final results. 
But the cry of the alarmist rings in our ears, and he would have 
us believe that civil rights means social equality. None but Ameri- 
cans teeming with narrowness and prejudice can be frightened by 
such a bugbear. Civil rights and social equality are not synonymous 
terms, never were and never will be. Social equality is purely a 
matter of choice, and can be regulated neither by legislation nor by 
public opinion. On the other hand there arc races and classes of 
people everywhere who have civil rights, but have not social equality ; 
nor are they clamorous for it. 
The negro believes firmly, but perhaps foolishly, that he has a 
message for this world. Already he comes not empty-handed ; he is 
full of resources, but is yet in the infancy of his power. And if 
"color" were congenial to American soil, he would fain keep even 
"the shadowed livery of the burnished sun." In a word, the black 
people demand of America only this: an equal opportunity to use 
their only heritage—hard labor in whatever industry to which their 
choice and training call them. This granted, and the chorus, 
"Peace, good-will to man," will "make one music as before, but 
vaster." —THOMAS S. BEUOE, '98. 
Whirl—"Wheeler  just  got  off  a  bright  thing."     Sprocket— 
" What was that? "    Whirl—" His nickel-plated bike/'—Ex. 
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PHILLIPS  BROOKS. 
" Great bishop, greater preacher, greatest man! 
Thy manhood far out-towered all church, all creed, 
And made thee servant of all human need 
Beyond one thought of blessing or of ban, 
Save of thy Master, whose great lesson ran: 
" The great are they who serve."   So now, indeed, 
All churches are one church in loving heed 
Of thy great life wrought on thy Master's plan. 
As we stand in the shadow of thy death 
How petty all the poor distinctions seem 
That would fence off the human and divine! 
Large was the utterance of thy living breath, 
Large as God's love this human hope and dream, 
And now humanity's hushed love is thine." 
SUCH is the loving tribute which the eminent Unitarian divine, 
Mi not J. Savage, offers to the memory of the greatest preacher 
that America has ever produced, Phillips Brooks. 
In the incessant activity of our American life we are too apt to 
be heedless of the illustrious qualities of a man, until he has passed 
from our midst into the great unknown. Perhaps this fact is not as 
characteristic in the case of Phillips Brooks as of many other distin- 
guished men, for the entire civilized world recognized his greatness. 
His was one of those master minds before which men instinctively 
bowed in homage and adoration ; even those who were his enemies 
in that they differed from him in certain theological beliefs, admired 
and loved the man. And when he was cut down in the prime of his 
glorious manhood, rich and poor, young and old, cultured and 
ignorant, saint and sinner, dropped together their tears upon the 
massive form of him whom they had loved so well, then still and 
cold in death. 
It was not strange that sterling qualities of honor and integrity 
predominated in the character of Phillips Brooks, for he was lineally 
descended from stern old Puritan stock. Born in the historic old 
town of Andover, Mass., his early life was passed uneventfully amid 
the scenes that surround the average American youth. Even when 
he had graduated from Harvard College in his nineteenth year, he 
had displayed no marked ability that would have warranted his friends 
iir predicting the great career that lay before him, although he was a 
good scholar and especially excelled in literature. While in college 
he was the popular classmate and friend, sought and loved by every 
one for his geniality and largeness of spirit. There was nothing in 
his speech or manner to foretell the eloquent preacher. Perhaps he 
was a man that would have been least expected to enter the ministry ; 
but he felt the conscious throb of inspiration, recognized the call of 
duty, and joyfully obeyed.    In order to prepare himself for his work 
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he entered the old Episcopal seminary at Alexandria, Va. It was a 
decided change for him to step from the brilliant life and atmosphere 
of Harvard into the sober and quiet serenity of the theological school, 
but he soon adapted himself to the change and became conspicuous 
for the fervor and zeal with which he threw himself into his religious 
work. His life here was characterized by the same noble devotion 
and piety which he manifested so strongly in after years. 
The first thirteen years of his ministry were spent in Philadelphia. 
It was while he was here that the great civil war broke out in all its 
fury. The sin of slavery and the duty of patriotism he preached 
with all his strength and power. He was utterly opposed to slavery 
and oppression ; on the other hand charity, philanthropy, and freedom 
received his most hearty support. His work here was powerful, and 
his renown as a preacher rapidly increased. But he felt the instinctive 
desire to return to his native New England, and especially to Boston, 
the home of his boyhood. 
Boston, when he was Grst seeking a parish, did not seem at all 
particular to give the young preacher a welcome ; but his growing 
fame as a pulpit orator caused even Boston to experience some 
interest in her distinguished son, and when, in 1869, she extended to 
him a call to become rector of Trinity Church, he accepted. 
In this immense church, for over twenty years, Phillips Brooks 
preached his wonderful sermons to one of the largest and most 
intelligent audiences of cultured Boston. Who can estimate the 
degree of influence which he exerted during that time over his 
people? What an inestimable privilege to have been able to sit, 
Sunday after Sunday, in Trinity Church, and gaze upon that massive 
surpliced form and listen to those inspired words of love and truth 
which flowed forth like a torrent from his lips. Base, indeed, must 
have been the soul that could listen to those sublime truths, so 
forcibly presented, and not have felt an inspiration to better and 
nobler living. 
It is not, however, as the great preacher only that we love to 
think of Phillips Brooks, but rather as the simple, kindly, tender, 
and sympathetic man—the man who, in the midst of the care and 
turmoil of his busy life, could always find time to talk with the poor, 
the afflicted, and the discouraged, and console them with his tender 
sympathy and loving counsel. It was this spirit of charity and 
sympathy for humanity that made him so universally beloved. In 
his great heart of hearts he found room for the whole world, and he 
had the sublime faculty of imparting strength and consoi^on to all 
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whom he met. His spotless character, his wonderful personality, 
his kindly heart, and his saintly life, all comhine to enthrone him 
deep in our hearts, and make it impossible for us to forget the 
glorious example of his life. 
Phillips Brooks was the living personification of the Christ-life. 
In his boundless love for humanity he resembled the great Master 
whom he so humbly followed. His love for mankind was limited by 
no barrier of creed or sect. He saw in every man, no matter how 
degraded he had become, the great possibilities of usefulness with 
which he was endowed. He believed that the heights to which the 
human capacities might attain were well-nigh infinite, but that in order 
to reach those heights man must have faith in himself and in his own 
abilities. In his own words, "It is only to man daring to think of 
himself nobly and divinely, ay, as the son of God, that there comes 
the possibility of putting his human powers to their perfect use." 
In every respect Phillips Brooks was a noble representative of 
the most highly developed t3'peof true American manhood. He was 
the incarnation of righteousness and truth. Joseph Cook says, 
"Quantity of being, amplitude of natural endowment, richness of 
emotional, intellectual, and spiritual power, were what impressed 
men most in Phillips Brooks." In his ideas he was thoroughly dem- 
ocratic and American, and his love for his country was second only 
to his love for the church. It was because of this great love for the 
church, in order to widen her sphere of usefulness, that he consented 
to accept the episcopate, and in his consccratiou as Bishop of Massa- 
chusetts Phillips Brooks received the crowning honor of his life. 
A conspicuous feature of truly great men was a marked character- 
istic of Phillips Brooks, in that no man could have bad a more modest 
conception of his great powers than he himself had. In steadfast 
faith) in true humility, in consecrated piety, in love for his fellows, 
in untiring labor for the good of humanity, Phillips Brooks stands 
as a peer among men. As long as goodness, purity, and truth are 
regarded as distinguishing traits in humanity, as long as men admire 
and reverence what is noble and elevating in human character, so 
long will Phillips Brooks stand supreme and pre-eminent for those 
characteristics in the hearts of men. 
It is true that the noble earthly life has passed away, but we 
have the blessed hope of immortality, and we know that his soul still 
lives in the heavenly mansions of the universe. His benign influence 
still hovers over us and inspires us to deeds of love and kindness. 
—BERTRAM E. PACKARD, 1900. 
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ONE  SHEAF. 
THE DREDGE. 
Prose were too dull to tell the happy story; 
In verses fit for song the tale should run, 
With movement of the tidal river's glory 
At flood, heneath a summer morning sun; 
For wo who teil our pleasures one by one 
As if we counted hoarded treasures over, 
Love sheaves of memories fair to look upon, 
To better mind, in snow, our days of clovor, 
And live, in prisoned hours, again a rover. 
A week of rural and thoughtful quiet 
(A first time, never to be again), 
■A. gypsy camp of care-free pleasure 
In the idle places of toiling men. 
By day, with the " Picayune " riding ready 
The trackless bay to our will was free; 
By night our sleep was softly cradled, 
Lightly borne on the restless sea. 
Boundless days of sunny weather 
Dawn on the island's misty trees; 
Sunset paths for our boat to follow 
On waters moved by the evening breeze. 
Wildest frolics when tide was ebbing, 
Leaving us prisoned far from shore, 
With sagging cables and tilted dory, 
Waiting it, creeping in once more. 
Unwrit knowledge of strange sea treasures, 
Searching for pearls in the mussel shells; 
Hermit crabs, and armored creatures, 
Stranded in hollowing sandy wells. 
Tall white sails between the islands, 
Still coves mirroring morning shores, 
A fish-hawk circling, poising, falling, 
Caught between strokes of the tireless oars. 
Now in the tangled island clearing 
Where the reddest, ripest raspberries grow, 
White-caps' gleam and sweet-fern odors, 
And a distant cow-bell's jangling low. 
Starry nights on the wide, dark water, 
Far-heard song, and the oars' soft plash, 
And the laden row-boat's pulsing motion, 
And lingering trails that nestle and flash. 
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Never a book to wile the moments 
Timed by the tides in harrying flow. 
From the comradeship of winds and waters, 
And the fruitful thoughts that in silence grow, 
Interwoven with sounds and pictures 
Brightening commonplace days to come, 
"With thoughts of a sunlit, summer island, 
The sheltered cove, and our anchored home. — D., 1900. 
SUNBEAHS  ON THE  GRASS. 
Shadow and shine, sun-woven o'er the grass- 
Fantastic pattern, where through thick-branched trees ^ 
The mellow rays in changeful glintings pass, 
A-tremble ever to the wavering breeze. 
Sunbeam and shadow, gold and purple-gray 
In flickering mazes ; but across the sky 
A little cloud comes, and it frights away 
The fairy picture till it passes by. 
Shadow and gleam—what if the cares and joys 
That weave life's pattern, only feign and seem, 
And we ourselves, strange fancy-governed toys, 
Move amid shadows of a spirit's dream ? 
Yet reck me not of mocking beam and shade. 
Our sun shines on, whatever else be dim; 
For He abides, beyond His worlds tbat fade— 
We are not shadows, if we live in Him. —G. M. C, '93. 
PHYLLIS. 
As the shadows slowly gather, 
And the stars peep out so bright, 
My footsteps often wander far away 
To a little cottage, where 
I find my sweetheart at the door, 
Each evening at the closing of the day. 
As I see her on the door-step 
With a welcome smile for me, 
I feel as light and happy as a king; 
College cares are left behind mo, 
Forgotton are " Exams," 
When I hear her strum the mandolin and sing. 
Ne'er was heard such melodic 
By mortals here below, 
As, by the starlight Phyllis plays to me. 
In some sunny southern clime 
I'll he happy for all time 
With her my wife, if only she'll agree.        —J. 0., 1900. 
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THE SUN   MUST  SHINE. 
Be still, crushed heart; 
The pangs of pain and slighted love 
Will shortly cease; the clouds ahove, 
Now hlackened by the cruel storm, 
Will, driven by the sun in scorn, 
In haste depart. 
Why dost thou fear, 
What makes thy pulses wildly beat? 
Thy voice so oft the words ropoat 
Which sped the dart to pierce thy soul, 
A dart thou nevor couldst control 
With sigh or tear. 
The cruel fate 
May hurl the waves around life's hark: 
The path of life be sad and dark; 
All, all may seem a mystery, 
Where brooding care alone is free. 
Be still and wait. 
Thou canst not fall 
E'en though the very powers of hell 
Shall do their work, and do it well. 
Eternal glories rest in thee 
While Jesus reigns, and surely, Fie 
Is over all. 
Is He not Deal? 
11 is hallowed and melodious voice 
Will speak, if such shall be thy choice, 
The words which set the captive free, 
Or stilled the waves of Galilee. 
Be still and hear. 
Forget thy tears, 
Inspired by splendor of the skies; 
Adorned with smiles those tearful eyes; 
Thy heart, then free from sigh and groan, 
Eefilled with pleasure from God's throne, 
May smile at fears. 
As summer flowers 
By nature robed in fragrant forms, 
Shut from the mind all thought of storms, 
The sweetness culled from heavenly rest 
Shall drive the sorrow from thy breast 
With soothing showers. 
Again to thee 
Will come the joy, whate'er the cost, 
A recompense for what was lost; 
For God is good, sublimely true, 
Ho holds a watch-care over you; 
Be still and see. —1901. 
/f pound (tpc ®di(op§'Unable. 
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IT has been with an interest deep and earnest that we as students 
have watched the development of the Cuban question, and as 
incident has followed incident at Havana, Madrid, and Washington— 
the Maine disaster, our ultimatum to Spain, the commencement of 
hostilities,—our interest has intensified, and as loyal citizens of our 
loved republic we have watched anxiously the lowering war cloud 
which has broken above us, perhaps to sweep away many of our best 
and bravest in the terrible tempest of modern warfare. 
Yes, the crisis has come and will be met, we trust, in the true 
American spirit so well voiced by Massachusetts' senior senator: 
"I like to think of the Genius of America in her august and serene 
beauty, inspired by a sentiment, even towards her enemies, not of 
hate, but of love, perhaps a little pale in the cheek and a dangerous 
light in the eye, but with a smile on her lips; as sure, determined, 
unerring, invincible as was the archangel Michael when he struck 
down and trampled on the demon of darkness." We have entered 
upon the conflict, not for personal gain or private vengeance, but to 
strike a blow in behalf of common humanity; to champion the cause 
of a sister dismantled, dishonored, her fair face wasted with famine 
and scarred with the blows of her betrayer, and after all peaceful 
means have failed, to draw in her defense the sword of a righteous 
cause which, please God, shall never be sheathed until justice and 
liberty have been secured. 
War, with its fearful carnage and suffering, we sincerely depre- 
cate. Aught but the last resort it should never be. Yet conditions 
sometimes arise in which inaction seems worse than open war. Such 
a condition now confronts us, and it is the duty of every loyal citizen 
to support, in heart and in act, the position which his country has 
taken. Especially is this true of the college student who claims to 
represent the highest type of America's young manhood, and who, 
if he would make good his claim, must take the lead also in the 
defense of all that makes American manhood what it is, and in the 
spirit of his forefathers whose memory he celebrates on the fourth of 
each July and the thirtieth of each May, let him not shrink at duty's 
call, but pledge his }Toung strength in support of a course which 
shall confer upon another his dearest inheritance, justice and 
freedom. 
A 
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LTIIOUGH the aver:ige student in preparing for college finds 
plenty to occupy his time, yet it does seem as if enough time 
might he found, without injury to other lines of work, to take up 
the study of Botany. This is really an elementary study, and 
entirely comprehensible, even to young students. Great pleasure 
as well as profit may be derived from a thoughtfully eonducted 
course in the observation of plants and flowers. Yet, although the 
study of Botany is adapted to the academy student in the same 
degree as to the college student, no one of the Maine colleges 
x requires a knowledge of it for admission.    This is certainly a mis- 
take, as the college student should be able to deal with deeper and 
more complex subjects than the academy student. 
As a result we see a whole term spent in pursuit of a study 
which properly belongs to the curriculum of the preparatorj' school. 
But though Botany is not required, many students have gained some 
knowledge of this in their preparatory course. For example, in the 
present Sophomore Class of Bates there are several who have gained 
so much from this study already, that it is a question whether it is 
best for them to pursue it further. Others know less, and some 
practically nothing about it. Yet the fact that so many have pre- 
viously studied Botany, indicates that were the colleges to require 
the study the fitting schools might easily provide for it. 
ONF of the greatest objections which has been put forward when 
the question has been raised as to whether or not it would be 
desirable to have the Greek-letter societies introduced at Bates, is 
that such an act would of necessity be followed by the establishing 
of cliques or factions among the students. A very good and serious 
objection, too; for what the ring and the boss are to the political 
world, the set, the faction, or the clique and its leaders are to the 
social world. Therefore, it should be the duty of every right- 
minded student to free his environment from this virulent parasite. 
But let us remember that, while "secret societies" may be the 
main entrance by which this grievance gains admission, there are 
many side doors through which it may creep. For example, even in 
our literary societies there is a tendency for some members to 
confine their attentions and give most of their time to a few of their 
more intimate friends. Now, while it is contrary to human nature, 
and in fact undesirable, that one should have an equally friendly 
feeling toward all alike, yet one should guard well that he or she 
does not seem to slight any one. 
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Again, in the classes this same germ can be observed by a care- 
ful inspection. Here it is that the results are made manifest by a 
class loosely hanging together. These little side—or simply clique- 
parties—outside of class, play greater mischief than their promoters 
can realize. This evil, like all others, will increase not by the 
arithmetical but by the geometrical progression. Once it gains a 
strong foothold and there is no phase of college life which it will 
not enter.    So consider whether you are nursing or restraining it. 
HOW often we hear the question proposed and discussed—" Is 
a college education practical?" That question has been 
answered satisfactorily to most of us by the successful careers of 
the many college-educated men who acknowledge their debt to their 
college training, and effectively illustrate the benefit which may be 
derived therefrom. So the college student may look forward to the 
time when he shall be able, in a sphere of widened influence, to per- 
form the duties of a useful citizen. Hut at the same time we must 
admit that there is a tendency during college life to lose touch with 
the great world about us. It does not seem to be an immediate 
necessity to the student to know what is going on on the other side 
of the globe, when there are so many imperative demands upon his 
time and thought, and the result is generally that he thinks little of 
political and social questions. This may seem to be unavoidable in 
the busy life which the daily round of recitations, and all the inter- 
ests of college life, presents. Hut does not this fact tend to limit 
his outlook, and make the horizon of his observation narrower than 
it should be? The college world may be in one way separated from 
the practical world of affairs, but we cannot afford to let the separa- 
tion become so great that college graduates shall find themselves at 
a disadvantage when they enter the larger world. 
Each student must in a great measure decide this matter for him- 
self, as the regular studies of the college curriculum give little 
opportunity for turning the thought in such directions, the study of 
economics being the only one which deals to any extent with the 
practical matters of life. The study of the sciences, and of lan- 
guages ancient and modern, gives a development which certainly 
makes the student better fitted for association with his fellows, and 
happily there is little danger, at the present time, of college students 
becoming pedants and losing sight of everything else in the strife 
for scholarship.    Hut for  the  average student the time which  he 
H> 
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spends in reading could profitably be devoted to the study of events 
which are now making history, and the choice of subjects for dis- 
cussion in the literary societies might be turned from abstract topics 
merely useful as developing skill in debate, to those which are, in 
addition, interesting from a practical point of view. 
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CLASS REVIEW. 
CLASS OP '77—Concluded. 
Henry Walter Oakes, A.M. Taught in Edward Little High 
School, 1877-78. Has always resided in Auburn. Read law with 
Frye, Cotton & White, Lewiston. Admitted to the bar, Androscog- 
gio County, in May, 1880. Practiced law in Auburn for several 
years in company with N. W. Harris, Esq. (Hates, '73), then alone 
for a short time, and since the spring of 1884 has been in partner- 
ship with Hon. A. R. Savage, Esq. Has been member of Common 
Council and of School Hoard. Member of Hoard of Overseers, 
Bates College, 1884-. Address, Auburn, Me. 
i Franklin   Folsom Phillips, A.M.     Principal lloiighton   School, 
Bolton, Mass., 1877-78. Principal of High School, Lisbon Falls, 
1878 ; ditto Rockland, 1878-83. Chemist and agent for Harrison 
Bros. & Co. of Philadelphia and New York, 1888. Has resided at 
Somerville, Mass., since 1883. Was state assayer of Maine, 1880- 
83. Is member of Somerville City Council. Elected for 1897 
member of General Court, and re-elected for 1808. Biographical 
sketch, portrait, and two pages of his verse in "Poets of America," 
published by American Publishing Association, Chicago, 111. Has 
conducted a Bible class of about forty adults for several years, and 
at present has charge of a Sunday evening teachers' class. Address, 
211 Holland Street, Somerville, Mass. 
Augustus William Potter, A.M., M.D. Graduate student at 
Maine Medical School, Brunswick. Has resided in Lisbon since 
1880. Physician at Lisbon since 1884. Supervisor of schools six 
years, Lisbon, Me. 
James Watson Smith, A.M. Principal of High School, Toledo, 
0., one year. Principal of Grammar School, Newark, N. J., one 
year. General agent of Provident Life and Trust Co., Philadelphia, 
Pa., 1880-88; ditto St. Paul, Minn., 1888-. Address, St. Paul, 
Minn. 
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Giles Alfred Stuart, A.M. Principal of Academy, North Auson, 
1877-86. Principal High School, Gardiner, 1886-89. Superintend- 
ent of Schools, Lcwiston, 1890-99. Member of Executive Commit- 
tee, Bates College, 1885-88. He is now Superintendent of Schools, 
New Britain, Conn. 
John Kinzer Tomlinson. Has resided in Harrisburg, Pa., since 
graduation. Assistant Principal, Boys' High School, nine years. 
Address, Harrisburg, Pa. 
George Henry Wyman. Studied law in Bangor and Dover. 
Lawyer in Anoka, Minn., since 1883. Court Commissioner and City 
Attorney of Anoka, two terms, and Attorney of Anoka County, 
two terms.    Address, Anoka, Minn. 
CLASS OP 1878. 
Frank Hewitt Bartlett, M.D. Principal, Brewer, Me., 1878-79. 
Sub-master Edward Little High School, Auburn, Me., 1879-81. Prin- 
cipal High School, Tor ring ton, Conn., 1881-84. Has resided in New 
York City since 1884. Graduate student at College of Physicians 
and Surgeons, New York City. Physical director of Y. M. C. A., 
and assistant Physician, Dcmill Dispensary. Address, 52 East 23d 
Street. 
Delbert Matthias Bcnner. Teacher three years ; pastor five years ; 
farmer several years. At present a grocer. Has resided in Illinois 
one year, in Iowa four years, and in Nebraska seven years. Address, 
508 North 14th Street, Lincoln, Neb. 
Frank Herbert Briggs. Has always lived in Auburn. Member 
of the firm, Packard, Briggs & Co., shoe manufacturers, 1879-82. 
In August, 1882, became a member of the firm, F. H. & D. Briggs 
& Co., shirt manufacturers. Was elected as member of Board of 
Overseers of Bates College, 1897. At present a joint proprietor of 
Maple Grove Farm, distinguished for its fine horses. Has published 
articles on horse breeding.    Address, Auburn, Me. 
Clarence Elwood Brockway. Principal of Wilton Collegiate Insti- 
tute, Wilton, la., 1878-79. Ordained and installed pastor of Free 
Baptist Church, Norwich, N.Y., December 14, 1879, where he re- 
mained until 1882. Pastor of Free Baptist Church, Fairport, N. Y., 
1882-84. Pastor at Pike, N. Y., 1884-85. Pastor at Fulton, also at 
Yan, N. Y., 1887-89. Professor of Latin and Greek, Keuka College, 
Keuka, N. Y., 1890-. Trustee twelve years, recording secretary five 
years, and treasurer one year, of the Free Baptist Central Associa- 
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tion  of  New York.     Superintendent  of  Schools, Dartmouth and 
Westport, Mass. 
Millard Fillmore Daggett, A.M. Principal Free High School, 
Brownlield, 1878-70.    Principal High School, Chatham, Mass., 1879. 
Alden Marshall Flagg. Carpenter and builder, Auburn, since 
graduation.    Address, Auburn, Me. 
Amaziah Gatchell, A.M., M.D. Principal Graded Schools, Ana- 
mosa and Reading, Iowa, 1878-82. Partner of Dr. C. C. Jaques in 
drug store, Moninouth, Me., 1882-84. Member of firm of M. L. 
Gatchell & Co., wholesale boot and shoe manufacturers, Monmouth, 
1884-87. Graduate student at University, Ann Arbor, Mich., 1887- 
88. Graduate student at College of Medicine, Detroit, 1888-89. 
Physician in Bay City, 1889-. Member of Board of Health. 
Address, Bay City, Mich. 
Frank David George, A.M. Graduate of Bates Theological Sem- 
inary, 1881. Pastor Free Baptist Church, Laconia, N. II., 1881— 
83. Pastor atGeorgiaville, R. I., 1883-84. Missionary, Midnapore, 
India, 1884-88. Pastor at New Hampton, N. H., 1888-90. Pastor 
at Worcester, Mass., 1890-.    Address, Gardiner, Me. 
Benjamin Sumner Hard, A.M. Sub-master Edward Little High 
School, Auburn, Me., 1878-79. Principal High School, Hillsboro, 
N. H., 1879-82. Principal Academy, Francestown, N. H., 1882-85. 
Principal High School, Beverly, Mass., 1885-. 
Charles Edwin Hussey, A.M. Principal High School, Milton 
Mills, N. II., 1878-79. Principal Rochester, N. II., 1879-84. Prin- 
cipal Grammar School, Newton Upper Falls, Mass., 1884. Present 
address, Wakefield, Mass. 
John Wesley llutchins, A.M. Studied chemistry at Harvard 
University, and geology at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
Principal Lebanon Academy, West Lebanon, Me., 1878-80. Prin- 
cipal Barnstahle High School, Hyannis, Mass., 1880-84. Principal 
High School, East Bridgewater, Mass., 1884-88. Sub-Master High 
School, Maiden, Mass., 1888-97. Principal of High School, 1897-. 
Address, 678 Main Street, Maiden, Mass. 
Francis Oliver Mower. Assistant Principal Oak Mound School, 
Napa, California. Deputy County Superintendent of Schools, 1879- 
83.    At present member of Napa County Board of Education. 
John Herbert Randall. Admitted to the bar, 1878. Attorney 
in Minneapolis since 1878. Has been Secretary St. Paul City Rail- 
road Co. ; President Minneapolis Foundry Co. ; Vice-President Min- 
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neapolis, Lyndale, and Minnetonka Railway Co. Address, 540 
Temple Court, Minneapolis, Minn. 
Henry Albert Rundlett, A.M., M.D. Graduate at Harvard Uni- 
versity, 1880-82. Resided in Dover, N. H., two years; in Boston, 
Mass., two years; in Pelham, N. H., one year; in Lowell, Mass., 
one year ; in New York City, four years ; in London, England, 1889-. 
Address, 32 Snow Hill, London, England. 
Ernest Varian Scribner, M.D. Studied medicine with M. C. 
Wedgwood, M.D., Lewiston, and at Maine Medical School, Bruns- 
wick, 1878-81. Assistant physician in the Lunatic Hospital, Worces- 
ter, Mass., 1881-82. Physician, Bismarck, North Dakota, 1882- 
84. Residence at Worcester; assistant physician of Insane Asylum 
and superintendent of the same, 1884-97. Physician and superin- 
tendent of Insane Asylum, 1897-.    Address, Worcester, Mass. 
Ezra Bouncy Vining. Principal of High School, Con way, Mass., 
1878-82. Principal of Westville School, New Haven, Conn., 1882- 
86. Principal High School, Baldvvinville, Mass., 1886-89. Teacher 
in Lowell, Mass., 1889-.    Residence, 2f)8 Merrimac Street. 
PERSONALS. 
'67.—P. E. Sleeper, M.D.) of Sabatis, was elected to a fellow- 
ship to the Maine Academy of Medicine and Science, at a meeting 
held in Portland, March 15th. 
'68.—G. C. Emery, whose health is impaired by long service as 
teacher in the Boston Latin School, is now spending his time on a 
small fruit ranch in Eseondido, Cal. 
'69.—Mrs. Mary W. Birchall died at Dover, Me., Thursday 
evening, of cancerous affection, from which she had long been a 
sufferer, aged 51 years. Mrs. Birchall came to this city five or six 
years ago, and was employed as a teacher in the public schools here 
for a short time ; after this she conducted a private school here and 
met with pleasing success, making scores of friends who will greatly 
mourn her loss. She leaves a daughter, Miss Dolly, aged about 
14. Mrs. Birchall was the first woman in the United States to grad- 
uate from auy Eastern college.—Laconia Democrat. 
'72.—G. H. Stockbridge is employed at 120 Broad Street, New 
York City, as counsellor for the Westinghouse Electrical Appliance 
Company. 
'73.—J. H. Baker, President of Colorado College, has recently 
issued invitations to various college presidents to attend the dedication 
of four new buildings constructed for the university at Boulder, Col. 
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'74.—H. H. Acterian was recently in Lewiston in the interest of 
the University Extension Association. 
'76.—Rev. T. H. Stacy of Saco has recently been in Lewiston 
working up a plan to have Mr. Archibald of Montreal pass a few 
weeks in the interest of the Sunday-schools of all the churches in 
Lewiston. Mr. Stacy is a member of the executive board of the 
State Sunday-school Association, and also editor of the Maine 
Sunday-school department of the Evangel. 
'77.—B. T. Hathaway, who is superintendent of schools at Great 
Falls, Montana, contemplates returning to the East. 
'80.—O. C. Tarbox, M.D., of Princeton, Minn., has been 
appointed a member of the state medical board. 
'81.—J. H. Parsons, who has been principal of the High School, 
Framingliam, Mass., finds his health restored after a few weeks' 
vacation in Canada. 
'81.—R. Robinson of Camden, a journalist of that place, has 
resumed his law practice. 
'83.—H. H. Tucker is principal of High School, Laconia, N. H. 
'87.—S. S. Wright is principal of High School, Jay, Me., also 
superintendent of schools of that place. 
'87.—Rev. Israel Jordan, of the Congregational Church of Bethel, 
has resigned, his resignation to take effect June 1st, next. Many 
regrets are expressed by the people at large regardless of church 
affiliations.    He is a man much loved and respected by all. 
'89.—J. I. Hutchinson, instructor in Cornell University, is the 
author of a pamphlet which has been published by the University of 
Chicago. The subject of this pamphlet is, "The Reduction of 
Hyperelliptic Functions (p=2)." 
'90.—W. H. Woodman is erecting a fine house at Mclrosc, Mass. 
'91.—C. R. Smith, M.D., combines with his professional work 
the superintending of schools, Livermore Falls, Me. 
'92.—N. W. Howard has a delightful home at West Roxbury, Mass. 
'92.—Scott Wilson, Esq., of Portland, will deliver the Memorial 
Day address at East Windham. 
'93.—G. L. Mildram is principal of High School, Plainfield, Mass. 
'93.—E. L. Pennell will resign his position as principal of 
Greeley Institute, Cumberland, Me., at the close of the current year 
in order to study medicine. 
'94.—Mr. C. C. Hrackett and Mr. Frank C. Thompson are mem- 
bers of the Nealey Rifles, Company D, Second Regiment Infantry, 
N. G. S. M.    They are both excellent soldiers, and have had great 
I 
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success in teaching military drill in their respective schools.    Both 
have declared themselves ready to respond to the Nation's call. 
'94.—F. C. Thompson is elected principal of High School, 
Boothbay, Me. 
'95.—Miss G-. E. Foster has been obliged to resign her position 
as teacher in High School, Bar Harbor, Me., on account of ill health. 
Miss Foster contemplates a visit to California. 
'95.—G. A. Hutchins is teacher of Physics in High School, 
Amesbury, Mass. 
'9G.—It is with regret that we learn that Miss M. E. Dolley, who 
was recently elected as lady principal of Madison High School, 
South Dakota, with a salary of $1,200 a year, is about to return to 
her home, East Waterboro, Me., on account of ill health. It is 
feared that Miss Dolley has contracted consumption. 
'9G.—O. E. Hanscom is attending the Maine Medical School, 
Brunswick, Me. 
'96..—L. G. Purington is attending the Maine Medical School, 
Brunswick, Me. 
'97.—P. W. Brackett sustained a painful though not serious 
wound in the recent railroad disaster near Oldtown, Me. 
'97.—A. W. Bailey is in Bath, Me. 
'97.—E. F. Cunningham and H. L. Palmer have been visiting 
at the college for the past few days. Mr. Cunningham is principal 
of the High School at Luncnburg, Mass., and Mr. Palmer is princi- 
pal of the High School at Machias, Me. 
'97.—A. C. Hanscom was recently in Lewis ton. 
'97.—Carl Milliken is in Lewiston. 
'97.—C. O. Wright, a former member of D Company, was 
appointed Quartermaster of the Second Regiment Infantry, N. G. 
S. M., June 3, 1897. Though the youngest oflicer of that regi- 
ment, he will have the most important department, for he will be 
called upon to furnish transportation, subsistence, camp and garrison 
equipage, forage, fuel, and light for the Second Regiment, the 
present strength of which is twelve companies of sixty-nine men 
each, seventy-two officers, seven members of the non-commissioned 
staff, and a band of twenty-five men. 
B. L. Pettigrew, '95, 0. C. Boothby, '96, and G. W. Thomas, 
'96, of Harvard Law School; R. L. Thompson, '96, Harvard Medical, 
and H. R. Eaton, '96, who is taking French and German in the Harvard 
Graduate Course, were in Lewiston during their recess last week. 
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REPORT OF THE  Y. H. C. A. WORK-1897-8. 
J" N the President's report of last year we read: " The Association 
1    finds no occasion to apologize for its existence."    The Associa- 
tion is better known and better appreciated to-day than ever before, 
and what was true a year ago is doubly true to-day.    Let us briefly 
review the different phases of the work. 
Never before, 1 think, has the work for new students been so 
systematically, or so promptly, done. 
A thorough and effective fall campaign was conducted by this 
department. Students were met at the trains on arrival, and the 
bureau of information was well prepared to help the new students 
in regard to rooms, board, etc. There was not, to my knowledge, 
any new student seeking information that did not get it at the bauds 
of the committee on work for new students. 
The membership of the Association shows quite an increase over 
the preceding year. Last year 58 per cent, of the students were 
members of the Association. This year we have 142 men in college, 
93 of whom are members of the Association,—or 65.5 per cent, of 
the whole number of college men—a gain of 15 in actual numbers, 
and 7.5 per cent, over last year. There are at present 63 active, 
and 30 associate, members. Many of the associate members are 
Christian men, and there are nearly 20 Christian men outside the 
Association, making the percentage of Christian men in college not 
less than 65, which is quite remarkable. 
More money has been raised by the Association this year than 
ever before, the total amount being $307.15 ; total outlay, $298.54 ; 
balance in treasury, $8.61. $10 has been given to the state work, 
and $10 to the international work. 
The importance of Y. M. C. A. conventions and conferences can 
not be overestimated. The President-elect was sent to the College 
Y. M. C. A. Presidents' Conference, held at Boston, in April, 1897. 
Attendance on this conference is essential in the preparation of each 
college Y. M. C. A. president. Last summer Bates was represented 
at Northfield by eight men. We are realizing more and more the 
importance of Northfield in the college Y. M. C. A. work.    The 
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State Y. M. C. A. Convention met this year at Lewiston. The col- 
lege session, held in the Eurosophian room, Hathorn Hall, was most 
helpful and inspiring. Bates also sent a representative to the Student 
Volunteer Conference at Cleveland. 
This has heen our second year in the graded course of Bible 
study. The value of such a course appears in a more marked degree 
than last year, as that was an experimental year. This year we 
have conducted four classes as against three last year. The Senior 
class in Jeremiah has hold an average of ten ; the Junior class in 
the Life of Paul, eight; the Sophomores in St. Luke's Gospel, nine ; 
the Freshmen in the Life of Christ, five. There have been enrolled 
in these four classes fifty men, with an average attendance of twenty- 
two,—or more than double the preceding year. It is gratifying to 
know that so many of our students realize that Bible study is neces- 
sary to spiritual life and a well-rounded education. The lecture 
given by Professor Hartshorn, at the beginning of the fall term, on 
" Literary.Aspects of the Bible," was an incentive in the formation 
of Bible classes. 
The attendance at the religious meetings during the year has been 
good; the average of men at the Wednesday evening meeting has 
been forty-one ; at the Sunday morning meeting, thirty-four, a small 
increase over last year. But better than increase in numbers could 
possibly be are the earnest prayers and devout testimonies of con- 
sciously deepening Christian lives. A talk with God aud a testimony 
of experimental love and life more and more take the place of the 
formal prayer and the studied thought, and thus we are finding the 
foundation of helpful Christian meetings. 
But what does all this work mean? It means that more men in 
Bates College are Christians than ever before ; that we have a spirit- 
ual life and power here hardly found in any other institution in the 
country ; that most of our leading scholars, athletes, business men, 
and teachers realize that Christian life and character are far above 
and beyond moral life and character in success, influence, power, 
nobility, and reward. It means that true brotherhood, and tender 
sympathy, and the best friendship, is the common life among Bates 
students, and that at least twenty men are doing active, aggressive 
Christian work now who were not one year ago. 
F. U. LANDMAN, '98, 
President Y. M. C. A. for 1897-8. 
I 
J. 
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GLEE  CLUB TRIP. 
WE are all glad to welcome the glee club boys home from 
their trip through the northern part of the state, and 
congratulations are surely in order for the marked success which 
followed them everywhere. It is greatly to the credit of the fellows, 
and of the college as well, that Hates is able to make the showing 
she has in the musical field. Although the glee club is still a new 
organization here, and wholly lacks the prestige of former years of 
success, Bates may well be proud to be able to take her place at the 
front, among the college organizations of the state. 
In planning the concert tour this year it was in the mind of the 
management to cover, as largely as possible, ground where our 
college is not so well known, and, as far as may be, make new 
friends for the garnet. And we are led to believe, if reports are 
true, the boys by no means failed in this. The towns visited were : 
Bangor, Houlton, Presque Isle, Caribou, Dexter, Pittsfield, and 
Augusta—the last three being towns where the college was repre- 
sented similarly last year. 
At every place the boys report a cordial and hearty reception, 
and an enthusiastic audience. Aroostook County treated them 
particularly well, giving them receptions galore, to say nothing of 
the many dinners and teas gotten up in honor of the club. At 
Houlton the Governor's reception of the boys was particularly 
delightful. The fellows say Aroostook County people arc all right, 
and if we may judge from outside reports, the enjoyment was not 
wholly on one side. 
We feel that the trip was in every way a decided success, both 
as a concert tour and even as a business enterprise, and Bates may 
well be proud of her glee club. Such an organization is a fine 
thing for any college, and deserves the hearty support of every 
student. We may be sure that Bates will "boom," with such an 
organization to "howl for it." 
GLIMPSES OF COLLEGE   LIFE. 
Goddard, 1900, is teaching at Auburn Plains. 
Lisbon people report a very interesting lecture on Germany, 
which was given at that place Thursday evening, April 7th, by 
Professor Hartshorn. 
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Mr. E. S. Parker, ex-'97, contemplates returning to college, in 
the Class of 1901. 
If you feel despondent, take a few drops of "Jonathan Houlton's 
Description of Bates Glee Club," a sure cure. 
It is surprising why some students will take gymnastic exercises 
instead of enjoying the pleasant days out-of-doors. 
Professor and Mrs. Hayes received the students and Faculty of 
Cobb Divinity School on Monday evening, March 28th. 
On Friday evening, April 1st, the annual Senior Exhibition was 
held at the Main Street Free Baptist Church, with the following 
programme: 
MUSIC. 
Prayer Professor Geer. 
MUSIC. 
What is Worth While  W. S. Parsons. 
Dawn of American Diplomacy  O. H. Toothaker. 
Michael Angelo.            F. 11. Griffin. 
The Significance of Words  Ellen W. Smith. 
MUSIC. 
The Rise of Democracy In England.       ... ,T. P. Sprague. 
The Age of Chaucer Emma Shillings. 
Joan of Arc Mertie B. Maxim. 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning Sadie M. Brackett. 
MUSIC. 
Reserved Power ,T. L. Bennett. 
Truth in Literature Adah M. Tasker. 
The Race Problem T. S. Bruce. 
The Relation of Conservatism to Progress.     .       .       .   R. H. Tukey. 
MUSIC. 
The other three classes join with '98 in feeling proud of the 
showing made by its representatives at this exhibition of literary 
skill and oratory. 
On Easter Sunday the following students assisted the choir at the 
Pine Street Congregational Church : Miss Bicker, '99, Mr. Stickney, 
'98, and Mr. Ellingwood, 1901. 
Owing to the distance from home, the brevity of the time, and 
the large size of the railroad ticket, many of the students remained 
at the college during the short vacation. 
Miss Perkins, '99, recently played a piano solo at a reception in 
Auburn, of which the Journal speaks as follows: "The choice of 
this selection was daring, for its playing is considered a distinct 
pianistic achievement; but Miss Perkins overcame its difficulties 
with apparent ease." 
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On Monday evening, April 18th, the Y. W. C. A. gave a very 
pleasant reception to the students. The programme contained sev- 
eral pretty marches, and interesting topics for conversation. 
The base-hall men were able to get  on   the  field earlier  than 
usual this spring, beginning out-door work the first day of the term. 
The schedule for this season, as prepared by Manager Collins, is as 
follows: 
April 28—Bowdoin at Lewiston. May 16— Boston College at Lowiston. 
May '.\—Vermont University at Bur- May 21—University of Maine at Orono. 
lington. May 25—Colby University at Lowiston. 
May 4—Vermont University at Bur- May 28—Bowdoin at Lowiston. 
lington. May ISO—Tufts at Lewiston. 
May 5—Vermont Academy at Saxton's June 1—Volunteer A. C. at Lewiston. 
River. June 4—Colby University at Waterville. 
May G—dishing Academy at Ashburn- June 8—Newtowne Club at Lewiston. 
ham. June 10—Bowdoin at Brunswick. 
May 7—Newtowne Club at Boston. 
May 14—University of Maine at Lewiston. 
Mr. H. C. Small and Mr. D. M. Stewart may be found any 
evening drilling earnestly among the " Nealeys." They are known 
as "Bates College Hoys," and are much respected by the ollicers of 
the Second. 
-1 The following members of the Sophomore Class were selected to 
speak in the prize division of their declamations: Davis, Lowe, 
Ayer, Morse, Packard, Powell, Bobbins, Misses Sears, Mitchell, 
Ludwig, Parker, Dresser, True. 
Nate Pulsifer, captain of the base-ball and foot-ball teams of 
Bates College, and a general all-around atldete, has signed to play 
outfield with the Hartford team, of the Atlantic league, and will 
report June 15th.—Lewiston Journal. 
Rev. Henry  R. Rose gave his  lecture on   " The Influence of 
Poetry," at Roger Williams Hall, Friday P.M., April  1st.    Also, on 
April 22d, Rev. W. N. Thomas, of the Bates Street Baptist Church, 
• gave his lecture, "The Pastor's Relation to Missions." 
The Maine Ministers' Institute will hold its fifth annual session 
in Roger Williams Hall, May 19-27th, and will include thirty-two 
lectures. Six of the evening lectures will be given at the Main Street 
Free Baptist Church, by Rev. J. H. Breasted, on "Egypt, its History 
and Civilization," and will be illustrated by stereopticon views. 
The members of the Y. M. C. A. have chosen the following officers 
for the coming year :  President, C. S. Calhoun, '99 ; Vice-President, 
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D. L. Richardson, 1900; Recording Secretary, A. M. Jones, 1900; 
Corresponding Secretary, R. S. Einrich, 1900 ; Treasurer, J. S. Bragg, 
1901.    The president-elect attended the Springfield Conference. 
The final debate for the prize offered by the College Club will be 
held Thursday evening, May 12th. The debate is between the Latin 
School and Edward Little High School of Auburn. The speakers 
for the Latin School are to be Luckenbach, Hides, Thomas, and 
Hunnewell. The speakers for Edward Little are to be Coan, Webber, 
Wardwell, and Garcelon. The question is in regard to the owner- 
ship and operation of the Nicaragua Canal by the United States. 
The Latin School has the affirmative. 
The Class of 1900 met Saturday, March 26th, to read the winter 
sketches and present the lists of birds seen by its members. The 
prizes for winter sketches were awarded to Misses Marr and Sears. 
The prizes for the list of birds and the number seen were as follows : 
For land birds, first prize, Miss Sears, list twenty-five, and Mr. 
Whitman-, list twenty-three; second prize, Mr. Call, list twenty-two, 
and Miss Proctor, list sixteen. For sea birds, first prize, Mr. Rob- 
bins, list eighteen ; second prize, Mr. Miller, list eleven. Twenty- 
live of the elass reported fifteen or more different birds, and thirteen 
reported twenty or more. 
The list of books added to the library dining the last month is a 
large one.     The volumes which have been purchased  include the 
following :    Kingsley— Riverside Natural History, 0 vols. ; Knight— 
London,-3 vols. ;   Quekett—Lecture on Histology;  Scudder—Brief 
Guide to the Common  Butterflies of the Northern United States ; 
Packard—Entomology for Beginners ; Cooke—Hand-book of British 
Hepatic®, Our Reptiles and Batraehians ;  Balfour—Paleontological 
Botany ; Prudden—Story of the Bacteria ; Oshorn—From the Greeks 
to Darwin ;   Stewart—Conservation  of  Energy ;   Plates of Natural 
History and Botany, from the Intellectual Observer.    Professor W. 
T. Hewitt of Cornell has presented seventy-seven books written in 
German.    The alumni have presented seventy-three volumes,  aud 
the  following books have been given by their authors:    Hewitt- 
Frisian Language aud Literature; Coles—The Life of Our Lord in 
Verse;   Rea—Facts and Fakes about Cuba;   Miss A. V. Finch— 
Thomas and Matthew Arnold, aud their Influence on  English Edu- 
cation ; Marden—Architects of Fate, Pushing to the Front, Success ; 
Dickerman—Dickerman Ancestry;   Pratt—Phineas  Pratt   and   his 
Descendants. 
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"And still they gazed, and still the wonder grew, 
That one small head could carry all he knew." 
THIS is the feeling aroused by a hasty reading of certain essays 
among the exchanges ; but on closer inspection the profundity 
of these articles seems to vanish in some mysterious way, leaving an 
impenetrable void. If young writers enthusiastically treat subjects 
of which they know hut little, the result is generally unsatisfactory. 
44 Write, Living," in The Mount Hobjoke, may be read with profit 
by one contemplating a literary career. The style is simple and clear 
and the thought earnest. The writer presents the need of sympathy 
and contact with human life.   Especially forceful seems the following : 
If you have no experience of life to write about, it is better that you keep 
silent, but how can this be possible, for are you not alive, and is there not life 
ebbing and flowing around you everywhere in this little world within the big 
world ? You have depth if you have not breadth. Wherever you come in contact 
with a human being, there you have life. If there is nobody, study yourself, know 
yourself, look in the glass at your eyes until you understand all there is in them. 
"The Early Hum of Bees," in the Tennessee University Magazine, 
seems fragrant with the breath of spring.    The last two stanzas are : 
They are singing through the golden light 
And down thfl budding way; 
Oh me, the brightness of the sun, 
The sweetness of the day! 
They have come to herald summer in, 
And whisper of the May! 
You may tell me of the roundelays, 
The carols and the glees, 
The merry songsters lilt and sing 
Amid the spring-time trees,— 
There's naught so sweet in all the world 
As the early hum of bees! 
44 Longfellow," in the Peabody Record, is an article written by 
•jjt one who appreciates the beauty and sincerity of true poetry.    Long- 
fellow's idea of the poet's work is traced from thoughts expressed in 
some of his poems.    The introduction is specially pleasing: 
They sent me to the garden to gather roses for you, when they gave me the 
topic " Longfellow," and I have tried to go in and get them all myself instead of 
having some one hand them to mo over the fence; for although the gardener could 
reach the topmost branches that are too high for me, although he might arrange 
them better and preserve them from withering in the bringing, nevertheless I 
thought perhaps by going myself I might bring back to you more of their fragrance 
clinging about me. 
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"Education in the Old South," in The Buff and Blue, is au inter- 
esting account of school life before the civil war. In those days 
politeness was cultivated in the hoys. The schools were known as 
academies, and generally distinguished by the name of the leading 
man in the town, or even of some philosopher or statesman. Solo- 
mon's advice in respect to the rod was strictly observed. "I remem- 
ber seeing one boy receive three separate floggings within one hour's 
time, for obstinate idleness and disobedience; and I have seen others 
wear their great-coats all day long, though the weather wasn't very 
cold, for fear of that same rod." 
The Education contains a number of interesting articles, all of 
which may be read with profit. "Corporal Punishment as a Means 
of Social Control," by Professor Karl Barnes, and "Analysis of 
Tennyson's Idylls of the King," by Augusta Boedeker, deserve 
especial mention. 
IK ONE THING LACKED. 
Without its streams what would the forest he? 
Without the stars what would the heavens mean 
To him who once had seen their light serene, 
And gazed on high in joyous ecstacy? 
What pleasure is there in asailless sea 
To one, deserted on a harren shore? 
Could I lind happiness forevermore, 
If, after death, no immortality? 
No gorgeous clouds, what would a sunset mean, 
The grandeur gone, that pleased the artist, eye? 
If, on a summer's morn, no bird should fly, 
Would poets linger on the cheerless green ? 
Deprived of His great treasure, Love, 
Could we imagine God above? 
—Dartmouth Literary Monthly. 
THE SHORE. 
From out the turmoil of the sea of thought 
Full many a pearl is cast upon the shore, 
And lies revealed, upon that wave-tossed floor, 
To searchers for the treasures of the deep. 
The storms of winter are but harbingers of spring, 
The blowing rose, the sky with drifting clouds, 
When the wide fields cast off their glittering shrouds, 
And wake to beauty at the trump of God. 
For all things pass from turmoil into peace, 
Each form that passes, leaves hehind a trace, 
A thought's clear colors, time cannot deface, 
They live eternal, neither change nor fade. —Cadet. 
t 
I 
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i.—SONG. 
O, the heart of March is wild as a bird 
That's yearning to use its wings! 
It thrills in the wind and it throbs in the wind, 
With the wind it leaps and flings, 
And the cardinal lights in the bare tree-tops, 
And sings, and sings, and sings. 
O, the joy of it beats in my blood, mad joy 
At the strenuous life of things! 
And J, with the cardinal, watch the buds 
For the message their bursting brings, 
While warm as flame in the bare tree-tops, 
He sings, and sings, and sings. 
ii.—OBERON'S PROCLAMATION. 
" Primroses, shut away your sweets, 
And harebells, slowly toll; 
This elf, to drink my health last night 
Sipped at a primrose bowl, 
But drank too deep,—and tumbled in! 
May Heaven rest his soul! " 
in.—THE KING'S COOK. 
She took a pinch of pollen dust, 
"/ A drop of moonlit dew, 
And made the elf a magic cake 
To help his vigil through. 
—Smith College Monthly. 
WlNTKR. 
Full Winter reigns throughout the land. 
Tall elm trees bend their empty arms in 
Mute :i j > i MM I to conquering legions from the 
North.   All is silent, save the muffled murmur 
Of the bearded pines, who fold their mantles 
Green in cold disdain.   Great oxen shiver in 
The yards, forgotten by careless farmer boys 
Who sport in noisy rivalry on frozen streams, 
Where muskrats peer with blinking eyes 
From out their cloistered homes, at these 
Invaders of their wild retreats.   The shy-eyed 
Quail are housed beneath the shocks of dead 
And withered corn, which stand, the sad reminders 
Of the golden gleam of harvest day.    A lone 
Crow wheels in hungry Might above the 
Barren, sleeted fields, while silver gossamer 
Is spun in fairy silken linos of subtle craft 
On many a farm-house pane. —The Brown Magazine. 
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X 
DUP ©ook-<§lpeIj\ GS 
Sophie May's Teaching of Morality in the Family and the School 1 starts out 
with a definition of moral education in general, and goes on with an analysis of 
the intellectual and instinctive processes involved in the successful pursuit of 
moral wisdom. In the third chapter the principles of teaching are discussed. 
Here the author asserts that " the teacher must inquire, first, what aro the con- 
ditions fulfilled when a new idea is taken in, and, second, in what ways may the 
fulfilment of the conditions fail." The ability to arrest attention and to classify 
knowledge already obtained is strongly urged as indispensable,to the real teacher. 
Chapters four and five treat of virtuous character and social membership. Here 
are some strong helpful passages: "To live well means more to us than to our 
forefathers, but to them it meant, as to us it means, at least to live steadfastly— 
with dignity as becomes a man, with unity of purpose and steadiness of aim. 
Life can be lived confusedly, inconsistently, following the discordant lead of the 
instincts and the senses; but life cannot so be thought as a life worthy to be lived, 
or even permanently as a lifo worth living." The conclusion of the whole 
matter is given in the chapter on social membership: "It is important to realize 
that the essence of social theory can he learned from consideration of the family 
organization. For the little child it is enough that he should understand the 
family and its duties. Older children, no doubt, should begin to study the wider 
social circles in a simple way. The experience of the school organization is also 
of great value, and with re/lection and observation on the family and on the 
school, the seeds of the doctrine of true citizenship are not difficult to implant. 
In short, the end proposed in moral education is to train up, not only persons who 
respect themselves and feel for their neighbors, but citizens who honor the social 
order and accept the responsibility of making it all that it ought to be." 
In the Midst of Life'2 is a collection of short stories " of soldiers and civilians." 
To say the least, these sketches are a wide departure from the ordinary stories 
relative to war or peace. The writer seems to delight in surprises, in fearful 
shocks, and blood-curdling fancies. His theory embraces an unbounded influence 
of the imagination. One cool-headed man is charmed to raging self-destruction 
by the shoe-button eye of a stuffed snake. " Hugh Morgan " dies of the wounds 
inflicted by the fangs of a mountain lion, invisible, but horribly real. " Private 
Searing " dies of a rifle shot that never was discharged. Then there is the story 
of the father who, in spirit form, " rode in the clouds " to waken his beloved son 
sleeping at his post. " Chickamauga," or the reflections of a deaf mute on the 
horrors of war, is gruesome in detail but interesting, nevertheless. " Parker 
Adderson, philosopher," is the story of a man who braves death until it comes, 
and then meets it miserably. "A Lady from Redhorse " is of a very original young 
woman who meets a gallant gentleman—a wondrous man—gets dolefully in love 
with him, and discovers at length that he is the rag-a-muffln chum of her child- 
hood, and not the god of mysterious extraction she had imagined. But we are 
led to believe that they "lived happily ever afterward." With "suitable sur- 
roundings" the reading of this book might produce nervousness, but there is a 
fascinating strain of deep thought running through the whole, and there is more 
in the stories than appears on the surface. The style of narration is simple and 
effective. 
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There is very little of the fanciful, much of the practical, in Doctor Goldwin 
Smith's new hook, entitled A Few Guesses at the Riddle of Existence* The writer 
professes to present " a plain case for a practical purpose to the ordinary reader." 
The first chapter contains the " guesses " proper at the riddle of existence. Old 
theories are attacked on the ground of thoir intrusive positiveness. " To say that 
a particular solution is incomplete is not to say that the difficulty is insoluble, or 
even to pronounce the particular solution worthless. ... If upward struggle 
toward perfection, rather than perfection created by fiat, is the law of the universe, 
we may see in it, at all events, something analogous to tho law of our moral 
nature." In the remaining chapters are discussed "The Church and the Old 
Testament," "Is there Another Life?" " The Miraculous Element in Christi- 
anity," "Morality and Theism." There is nothing of flippancy in this work, 
•\ however hold an iconoclast tho author may be.   There is certainly strong evidence 
that he expresses his convictions. 
The American Baptist Publishing Company has lately published A People's 
Commentary on Romans and Corinthians,1 by George W. Clark, D.I). The plan 
of the writer is excellent, embodying as it does tho fundamental principles of 
teaching. Four questions seem to have been constantly kept in view: What idea 
did Paul intend to express ? What was the idea conveyed to the Christian readers 
to whom he wrote ? What did the spirit intend to say through him? How can the 
thought thus attained be best expressed now ? These commentaries will certainly 
be of great use to those who have limited opportunities for the study of the Bible. 
With Pipe and liook& is the name under which Joseph Leltoy Harrison's col- 
lection of college verse is published.   Says James Weber Linn: 
Tf " In college verse, in equal share, 
Love, fun, and wine are everywhere; 
Here walks, with shaking sides, the clown, 
And here, in solemn cap and gown, 
Cupid usurps the teacher's chair; 
And every maid is debonaire, 
And motley is the only wear, 
Gamhrins' wreath the only crown 
In college verso." 
A word for each.   The lirunonian sings of Love's origin: 
"Through tho honey of the dew, O so fair! 
Through tho depth of silent thought, ah! up there 
All is love, all is love ! " 
A tribute to fun and wine is paid by tho Yale Courant in "Tho Fool's Ballad ": 
" " Lads, fill your glasses, aye, 
Laugh as life passes by, 
Mirrored in the lassie's eye, 
Here's to a fool." 
But, passing by the rollicking rhymes, wo find in this little collection many 
touches of poetic beauty.   " The Star of Bethlehem," " When the Tide is Low," 
" When Morning Breaks"—these are beautiful. 
Surely, of the making of many grammars there is no end. We have just 
received a copy of Earle's Simple Grammar of English Now in Use.6   The author 
i 
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confines his work to what he calls " Grammar proper," beginning with the parts of 
speech as the functions of thought, and so leading up to the structure of the lan- 
guage in composition of prose or verse. The work is adapted only to the higher 
grade schools. 
We have also received a little hook by Compton, entitled Some Common Eirors 
of Speech."1 The errors presented are, in general, those concerning which there is 
not much controversy. This little book will doubtless help somewhat the good 
purpose of the author—"to take care of language and see that its peculiar 
excellencies are preserved." 
1 The Teaching of Morality.   By Sophie May.    Macmillan Co.   91.25. 
2 In the Midst of Life.    By Ambrose Pierce.   G. P. Putnam's Sons.   $1.25. 
8 A Few Guesses at the Riddle of Existence.   By Goldwiu Smith, D.G.L.  $1.25. 
4 Romans and Corinthians. By George W. Clark, D.D. American Baptist 
Publishing Company.   &2.00. 
5With Pipe and Book. Collected by Joseph LeRoy Harrison. Prcsston & 
Rounds Co. 
6 A Simple Grammar of English.    By John Earle, M.A.   $1.50. 
7 Some Common Eirors of Speech.    By Alfred G. Compton.   $0.75. 
WHEN  MAGGIE SINGS. 
[Dedicated to Hogan's Alley.] 
When Maggie sings the tom-cats whine, 
When Maggie sings men take to wine, 
The drying clothes fall off the line, 
When Maggie sings. 
When Maggie sings all chirpers stop, 
The feathered sparrows lifeless drop, 
The Irish lady wields her mop, 
When Maggie sings. 
When Maggie sings the sun comes out,        . 
The populace rise up and shout, 
" For Lawd's sake, lady, close your mout," 
When Maggie sings. 
—Tennessee University Magazine. 
The total enrollment at the University of Pennsylvania is 2,834. 
There are 451 colleges in the United States, 115 medical and 52 
law schools. 
The foot-ball game next year between Yale and the Carlisle 
Indians will be played at New Haven, October 22d. 
The Yale University Athletic Association has granted the privi- 
lege of wearing the university '«Y" to the golf team. 
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ZBXJTJE   STOKE, 
Young Men's Nobby Clothing a Specialty. We Carry the Largest Stock. 
We Name the Lowest Prices. 
BLUE STORE,    -   -   -  Lewiston's Only One-Price Clothiers. 
Hathaway, Soule &- Harrington's 
Men's Fine Shoes. 
FESSENDEN I. DAY, ^ 
Journal  Block. 
Rensselaer    \ 
^Polytechnic^, 
Institute, 
%       Troy, N.Y. 
Local examinut inns provided for. Send for a Catalogue. 
AGENTS 
For IIlgh-Grailc Line of 
. . . BOOKS. 
GOOD PROFIT. 
M.   F.   HUSTON, 
154 Center St., HATH, MK. 
PRIIfHIJG r r 
OF ALL  KINDS 
Executed with Neatness and Dispatch, in the 
Highest Style of the Art, 
At the Office of the 
Sewiston journal. 
- \\\\\Ws\\- 
WE  MAKE A SPECIALTY OF 
First-Class Book! College Printing 
MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE, 
PITTSFIELD,   MB. 
O.   II.   DRAKE, A.M., 
PlUNCIPAL. 
LOWERS 
For all occasions at 
f  GREENHOUSES, 
574   Ma,n Street, 
TELEPHONE CONNECTION. LEWISTON. 
iv BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
LATIN   SCHOOL. 
This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine. The special ohjcct of 
the school is to prepare 3tudents for the Freshman Class of Bates College, though 
students who do not contemplate a College course are admitted to any of the classes 
which they have the qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the Col- 
lege and Theological School, and thus affords important advantages of association 
with students of more advanced standing and scholarship. 
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, the first 
year, or third class; thesecond year, or second class; the third year, or first class. The 
classes are so arranged that students can enter the school at any time during the year. 
BO AIM  OF INSTRUCTION. 
IVORY  P. FRISBEE, PH.D., PIUNCIPAI Latin and Greek. 
C.   E.   MILLIKEN,   A.B Latin and Mathematics. 
F. U. LANDMAN Rhetoric and Elocution. 
0.   C.   MERRILL Mathematics. 
A.  W.   WING Mathematics. 
For further particulars send for Catalogue. j   «   p^xSBEE  Principal. 
COBB   DIVINITY   SCHOOL, 
A   DEPARTMENT   OF   BATES   COLLEGE. 
FACULTY. 
GEORGE  COLBY   CHASE,   D.D.,   LL.D., PRESIDENT. 
REV.  JAMES  ALBERT  HOWE,   D.D.,   DKAN, 
Professor of Systematic Theology and Ilonilleties. 
REV. REN JAM IN FRANCIS HAYES, D.D., 
Professor of Apologetics and Pastoral Theology. 
KEV. ALFRED   WILLIAMS   ANTHONY,   A.M.,  SECRETARY, 
Fullonton Professor of New Testament Exegesis and Criticism. 
REV.  HERBERT   RONELLE   PU1UNT0N,  A.M.,   . 
Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament Interpretation. 
REV MARTYN   SUMMERBELL,   D.D.,   PH.D., 
[Detractor in Church History. 
GROSVENOR   M.   ROBINSON, 
Instructor in Elocution. 
This is B department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21, 187". It occupies Roger Williams 
Hall, a new and beautiful building, and is in charge of a Special Faculty appointed by the College corporation. 
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian Church, and to give 
evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of which they are members "respectively, or 
by some ordained minister. 
Those wlio are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must be prepared for 
examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Algebra, 
and in the Litin and Greek languages. 
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free.  
THE   BIBLICAL   TRAINING   SCHOOL. 
This school was established by vote of the Trustees, June 27, 1894, to provide for the needs of students 
not qualified to enter the Divinity School. Its students have equal privileges in the building, libraries, 
lectures, and advantages already described. Its classes, however, are totally distinct from those of'.the 
Divinity School, the students uniting only In common chapel exercises and common prayer-meetings. 
This department was opened September 10,1895. The course of study is designed to be offpracticnl 
value to Sunday-school superintendents, Bible class teachers, evangelists, and Intelligent Christians gener- 
ally, as well as to persons who contemplate the ministry. 
Certificates of attainment will be granted to those who complete the course. 
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' 
We Have Carefully Selected 
extra line lines of 
and 
Shoes 
for the Spring Trade. 
It will pay yon to examine them before buying. 
C. 0. Morrell Shoe Co., 
Cor. Main and Lisbon Sts., LEWISTON. 
W. II. TlBBBTTS, Manager. 
EZRA H. WHITE, D.D.S., 
Dentist, mmm 
No. 1 Lyceum Block, Lisbon  Street, 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
CHANDLER   &  WINSHIP, 
Books, Stationery, etc., 
100 Lisbon St., Lewiston. 
USE AND BEAUTY 
Is a combination as de- 
sirable in a book-case 
as in any thing we know 
of. We make a spe- 
cialty of these Revolv- 
ing Cases. Some sell 
as high as $18.00, other 
very desirable sizes 
for $15.00, $12.00, or 
down to $0.00. Every- 
thing in great variety 
in the Furniture line. 
BRADFORD, C0NANT & CO., 
109-203   LisTooaa.   St., 
LE"WISTOIT,   :M:E. 
CUT FLOWERS^ FLORAL DESIGNS 
 AT  
9  GREENHOUSES, 
RT4-  Ma,n Street, 
TELEPHONE CONNECTION. 
LEWISTON. 
50  YEARS' 
EXPERIENCE 
TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 
COPYRIGHTS AC. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
Invention Is probably patentable. Communica- 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
Bpecial notice, without charge, in the 
Scientific American. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly, largest cir- 
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a 
year: four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers. 
MUNN fcCo."1*—* New York 
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 
J.   P.   MURPHY, 
MANAOEK. 
Wholesale Dealers 
and Workers of Granite, Marble, and All Kinds of Freestone, 
2 to 10 Bates Street, Near Upper M. C. R. R. Depot, 
LECWIST-OIM,      IVIEC. Totophano Ho. 800-4. 
Estimates furnished on 
application. 
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•  CHARLES  A. ABBOTT,  • 
Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes, Combs, ftc. 
Corner Lisbon and Main Streets,     ...     -     Lewiston, Maine. 
Perfumery and Fancy Toilet Articles in great variety.   Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded. 
G 
11862. 
Electric 
©Book 
AND 
Job 
PRINTER 
21  LISBON STREET,        4. 
LEWISTON. * 
FINE COLLEGE AND SOCIETY PRINTING 
A 8PECIALTY. 
Students of  Bates! 
Do you always bear in mind that " turn about is 
fair play," and that if I advertise In your magazine 
year after year, it would be the proper thing for you 
to drop in and see me when you need Anything in 
my lines. To make it dead sure that you have read 
and appreciated this advertisement, just mention 
that you came in on that account. Yours truly, 
£. H. GERRISII, 
Proprietor of 
GERRISH'S  DRUG  STORE, 
145 Lisbon Street. 
O.   A.   NORTON, 
Coal and Wood, 
LEWISTON, MAINE. 
orvxoiii sa ASH STREBT. 
Yard on Line of M. C. It. It., between Holland and 
Elm Streets.   Telephone No. 167-3. 
C.  &.  PRIlfCff, 
30  Bates St., Lewiston, 
DEALER IN 
* Sample and Damaged Shoes. 
Discount to Students. 
REPAIRING   NEATLY   UONE. 
I). I). MKKKII.I.. JOHN C. WOODROW. 
IGH ST. LAUNDRY 
-• • 
D. D. MERRILL  & CO., Prop'rs. 
FINE WORK WITH PROMPTNESS. 
Teams will be run to and from 
the College, collecting Tuesdays and 
delivering Fridays. 
Bundles may be left at Room 55, 
Parker Hall. 
D. D. MERRILL & CO., 
Auburn,   Maine. 
TEACHERS. Union Teachers' Agencies of America. 
REV.   L.    D.    BASS,   D.D.,   Manager. 
Pittsburg, Pa., Toronto, Can., New Orleans, La., New York, N. Y., Washinyton, D. C, San 
Francisco, Col., Chicago, III., tit. Louis, Mo., Denver, Col. 
There are thousands of positions to be filled during the school term, caused by resignations, deaths, 
ect. We had over 8,000 vacancies last season. Unsurpassed facilities for placing teachers In any part of 
the United States or Canada. One fee registers in 9 offices. Over 95 per cent, of those who registered 
before August secured positions. Address all Applications to Saltsburg,  Pa. 
K 
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BATES COLLEGE, 
LEWISTOK",  ME. 
FACULTY  OF INSTRUCTION AND  GOVERNMENT. 
GEORGE  C.  CHASE, D.D., LL.D., 
PRESIDENT, 
Professor of Psychology and Logic. 
*REV. JOHN PULLONTON, D.D., 
Prof, of Ecclesiastical History and Pastoral Theology. 
JONATHAN  Y.  STANTON, LITT.D., 
Professor of Greek and Latin Languages. 
ItEV. BENJAMIN   P.   HAYES, D.D., 
Professor of Apologetics and Pastoral Theology. 
THOMAS L.  ANGELL, A.M., 
Professor of Modern Languages. 
REV. JAMES  ALBERT  HOWE,  D.D., 
Professor of Systematic Theology and Homiletics. 
JOHN   H.   RANI),   A.M., 
Professor of Mathematics. 
* Deceased. 
REV. ALFRED W. ANTHONY, A.M., 
Fullonton Professor of New Testament Greek. 
LYMAN G.  JORDAN, PII.D., 
Professor of Chemistry. 
WILLIAM   H.   HARTSHORN, A.M., 
Professor of Rhetoric. 
WILLIAM  C.  STRONG, A.M., 
Professor of Physics. 
REV. CURTIS M. GEER, A.M., PH.D., 
Knowlton Professor of History and Economics. 
HERBERT  R.   PURINTON, 
Professor of Hebrew and Church History. 
GROSVENOR  M.  ROBINSON, 
Instructor in Elocution. 
CLASSICAL   DEPARTMENT. 
TERMS  OK  ADMISSION. 
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows: 
MATHEMATICS: In Arithmetic, in Wentworth's Elements of Algebra, and Plane Geometry or equivalents. 
In Ancient Geography, Ancient History, English Composition, and in English Literature the works set for e: 
entrance to the New England Colleges. 
All candidates for advanced standing will be examined in the preparatory studies, and also in those previously pursued 
by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them. 
day 
ENGLISH: 
xamination for 
Commencement, on Wednes- 
The examinations for admission to College will be both written and oral. 
Hereafter no special students will be admitted to any of the College classes. 
EXPENSES. 
The annual expenses for board, tuition, room rent, and incidentals are $200. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of 
thirty-seven scholarships and various other benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses 
otherwise. 
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course. 
JOSEPH GILLOTTS 
STEEL PENS. 
GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878 and 1889. 
HIGHEST AWARD, CHICAGO, 1893. 
For Fine Writing, Nos. 303,170, 
604 E. F. For General Writing, 
332,404,601E. P., 1044,1045, 
1046. For Broad Writing, 1008, 
1009,1043. For Vertical Writ- 
ing, 1045 (Verticular), 1046 
(Vertigraph).    And cttgnfo an 
Vlll BUSINESS  DIRECTORY. 
Ki FisK Tcactcrs' ipcies 
EVERETT 0. FISK &, CO., 
PROPRIETORS. 
Send to any of the following: addresses 
for Agency Manual Free. 
4 Ashburton Place, BOSTON, MASS. 
156 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK, N. Y. 
1242 Twelfth St., WASHINGTON, I). C. 
378 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, III. 
25 King Street, West, TORONTO, CAN. 
414 Century Building, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
G22 Temple Block, KANSAS CITY, MO. 
730 Cooper Building, DENVER, COL. 
825 Market Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 
525 Stimson Block, Los ANGHLES, CAI.. 
J.   T.   RICHARDSON, 
Successor to Richardson, Farr & Co., 
DEALER   IN 
Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, 
Gloves, Umbrellas of all kinds. 
SAMPLE AND DAMAGED SHOES a Specialty. 
137  Main  Street,    -    LEWISTON,  ME. 
Repairing Promptly and Neatly Executed. 
I will scratch your back if you will scratch mine. 
CAMERA 
$1.00. $I.OO. $I.OO. 
You can photograph anything. Instantaneous 
or time exposure. We prepare all apparatus, 
plates, chemicals, etc., you follow directions. Any- 
one with this camera can soon learn the art of 
photography. It will be a nice present for vaca- 
tion. Get it now. Teach yourself. Prepared 
plates only 25 cents per dozen. Lots of fun for 2 
cents.   By mail $1.00. 
CAMERA 
$1.00. $I.OO. $I.OO. 
If at any time within a year you desire to trade 
for one of our REPEATING) cameras, we will 
allow you $1.00 and take back the one you buy. 
The repeating camera i« like a repeating rifle. 
You photograph one plate and instantly place 
another In position. No trouble or bother. You 
load it at home and snap the pictures at pleasure. 
Any child can handle it. This is a new device 
never put on the market before. $3.00, $4.00, $5.00, 
according to size and number of plates. 
AOENTS CAN  MAKE MONEY. 
Address, 
A.  H. CRAIC, Mukwonago, Wis. 
NEW   STYLES. 
) 
THE 
HATTER 
AND 
FURRIER. 
Sign, GOLD HAT, 
Cor. Lisbon and Ash Streets, 
LEWISTON, MAINE. 
F.   W.   BOWLEY, 
DEALER  IN 
Coa!  sand   Wood 
Every grade of Hard and Soft Wood, Fitted 
or Unfitted, at Lowest Market Prices. 
OFFICE AND YARD: 
Rear of 270 Main St., LEWISTON,  ME. 
UNIVERSITY 
COP HID BOWK PIPERS 
COTRELL & LEONARD, 
472-478  Broadway, 
^»— ALBANY, N. Y., 
Manufacturers for the 
Leading American Colleges and Universities. 
Illustrated bulletin, samples, etc., upon application. 
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C. O. MORRELL 
• • Boot and Shoe  Dealer 
has sold out his interest in the C. O. MORRELL SHOE  CO., and.has opened 
A New Shoe Store With All New Goods, -116 Ltfbon street- 
in One-Half of S. P. ROBIE'S  STORE. 
C.   O.   MORRELL, 
A.   R.   PRINCE. 
EWISTON, 
MORRELL-PRINCE SHOE CO. 
VU*MJ+MJ*J*J*J*UA 
Paper Ruling and 
Blank Book 
Manufacturing 
NOVELLO CRAFTS, 
PROP'R. 
Hle Lakeside Press 
PRINTING, Book and Job Work of any description. 
PHOTO-ENGRAVING, Half-Tone and Zinc Etching. 
LITHOGRAPHING, Office Stationery and Color Work, J Labels,   etc. 
BOOK BINDING, Edition and Job Work, Magazines, etc. 
OFFICE    AND   WORKS 
117-119 Middle St., PORTLAND, ME. 
T Webster's International 
Dictionary The One Great Standard Authority, So writes Hon. D. J. Brewer, Justice U. S. Supreme Court. 
"Get 
The 
Best." 
IT IS THE BEST FOR PRACTICAL PURPOSES, BECAUSE 
Words are easily found. Pronunciation Is easily ascertained. Meanings are easily learned. 
The growth of words easily traced, and because excellence of quality rather than superfluity 
of quantity characterizes its every department. 
•Specimen pages sent on application to 
G. & C. Merrlam Co., Publishers, Springfield, mass. 
_ _ CAUTION    D°  not be deceived In WEBSTER'S   \l WBsmrs \ I wiBsmre \ I wntsrors ^ / vnsrm \ M.^WA.-^»   Kuvintr  «mH||   so-called 
mrmuw!/ v1™™/ \BKPBHKeJ \DKTHNW/ Wiamr/ "Webster's   Dictionaries."     All  authentic 
iiLii    jor/  \,—y    \^ /   \^___y   \^y abridgments   of    the  International  in  the 
various sizes bear  our trade-mark on the front cover as shown in the cuts. 
600000OC 
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\y    H.  WEEKS, 
32 Main St., 
LEWISTON,  MAINE, 
Book and 
Job Printer 
»pm P 
Letter Heads, Note Heads, 
Statements, Kill Heads, 
Envelopes,   Catalogues, 
Ky-Laws, etc. 
Orders by mall will receive 
prompt attention. 
R. W. CLARK, Pharmacist; i 
-^ Drugs, Chemicals, and 
Chemical Apparatus. 
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY. 
258  ^"orn^tes,   LEWISTON,   HE. 
April 1st, 3 % 
April 15th, 4 % 
Our last 2 Scml-Montlily Dividends were as above. 
YOUR MONEY will bring you larger returns if 
Invested with us, for trading in the stock or grain 
markets, through our co-operative plan of specula- 
tion, than it could possibly earn in any other chan- 
nel. 5 PER CENT. MONTHLY GUARANTEED. 
Principal secured and withdrawable at any time. 
Send for our pamphlet.   SENT FREE. 
JAMES  M. HOBBY & CO. 
CO-OPERATIVE STOCK BROKERS, 
No. 30 Equitable Building, 67 Milk Street, 
BOSTON, MASS. 
BETTS  &  AUBIN, State  Agents, 
KOKA TKMI'LK BLOCK,    -    -    LEWISTON, ME. 
CATERING  A   8PECIALTY. 
JAMES M. STEVENS, 
MANUFACTURER OF 
Confectionery, . . . FINE I**I ■  
and Dealer in Fruit, Ice-Cream, and Soda. 
63 Court Street, AUBURN, ME. 
DR.   EMERY   BAILEY, 
DENTIST, 
No. 20 LISBON ST.,    - LEWISTON. 
Gas administered to extract Teeth. 
Boston University Law School, 
NEW HALL, ASHBURTON PLACE. 
4:00    Students. 
EDMUND H.  BENNETT, LL.D., DEAN. 
Opens Oct. 6,1898. Boston, Mass. 
STU DE NTS    in »ce<l of anything in 
i—-^-^—   the line of   BOOK- 
BINDING   can be assured  of satisfactory 
work at a moderate price, at 
J. D. GILBERT'S 
BOOK=BlNDERY, 
.+*-. •*•,*• 
in Journal  Block, 
LEWISTON, ME. 
If you want to 
Protect your family, 
Provide for the future, 
Secure low rates, 
Insure while you're young 
JMAJINE 
BENEFIT LIFE (SHIO) 
OF AUBURN,  ME. 
ON THE NATURAL PREMIUM PLAN. 
Cash Assets, $120,000.00. 
Paid Beneficiaries, $1,133,800.00. 
Send for applications or circulars. 
Agents wanted at liberal terms. 
QEO. C. WINO, 
President. 
M. F. BICKEB, 
Manager. 
N. W. HABBIS, 
Scc'y and Treas. 
^ 
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John H. Whitney, 
Apothecary, 
^Q Lisbon   St., 
Lewiston. 
Physicians' Prescriptions 
a Specialty. 
Most Magnificent Premiums 
Ever Offered. 
The Illustrated American wants to see who can in 3 Months obtain for it 
the largest number of new subscribers.    It offers Four Prizes of enormous value : 
FIRST   PRIZE.—A 3 Weeks' Trip to Europe.     All expenses paid.     Visits 
to Germany, France, and England.     The winner will sail on the Kaiser 
Wilhelm der Grosse, returning on any ship of the North German Lloyd. 
SECOND   PRIZE.—A 3 Weeks' Trip to Paris.     All expenses paid, includ- 
ing tickets for the Grand Opera. 
THIRD   PRIZE.—For people not residing in New York, a Trip to New York, 
including Sleeping or Parlor Car expenses, 1 Week's Room and Hoard at 
one of the best Hotels, and Theatre Tickets Each Night. 
FOURTH   PRIZE.—A Trip to Florida, on the  Plant Line  System.     All 
expenses paid. 
Time of these trips may be extended at pleasure.    Return tiekets good for 
six months. 
Winners of all these prizes will receive free transportation from any part of 
the United States, Canada, or Mexico. 
All ivho fail to win prizes will receive a commission of $1.50 for each new 
subscriber. 
For conditions write to 
THE    ILLUSTRATED    AMERICAN, 
401   East   23d   Street,   NEW   YORK   CITY. 
The Union Oil Co., 
Wholesale mid IMail Dealers in 
KEROSENE OILS, GASOLENE,   NAPHTHA. 
Two Grades of Oil always Carried in Stock. 
Try the   Better  Grade of Oil.    It will Give 
More Light.     A Five-Gallon Can Fur- 
nished Kach Customer. 
Goods Delivered within the City Limits of Lewiston 
and Auburn. 
Your Patronage is Solicited. 
HOLMAN GOULD, Prop'r, 
11 Miller Street,    -    AUBURN,   ME. 
WALKER BROTHERS, 
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 
Oysters, Clams, and Lobsters 
Goods Delivered Without Extra Charge. 
55 Bates St., Near Main St., Lewiston, Me. 
HARPER & GOOGINCO., 
Coal 1 ttlood 
138 Bates Street, 
57 Whipple Street,     LEWISTON, ME. 
Xll BUSINESS  DIRECTORY. 
Flagg & Plummer j 
Leading 
Class 
Photographers 
of 
flaine. 
We Have Something  Especially for Classes This Year. 
WRITE   US   FOR   PARTICULARS. 
Class    Photographers   for  Farmington   State   Normal 
School for the  past three  years.     Bates   College, 
Nichols    Latin   School,  Hebron   Academy,  and 
Bridgton Academy have their work 
done at our Studio. 
Before you have pictures made call and examine our work and let us 
make you prices. 
138   Lisbon St.,   LEWISTON,  flE. 
B USINESS   DIRECTOR T. Xlll 
V 
' 
XIV BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
Manufacturers'  Eastern Outlet  Co., 
• pot-CasH    Buyers    a 
Manufacturers' 
nd    Sellers    of 
Stocks. 
CLOTHING, HATS, AND FURNISHINGS. 
W. F. WHITTLE, President.      GEO. I). BABBITT, Treasurer. 
Directors.-GEO. D. BABBITT, W. F. WHITTLE, J. F. BABBITT, C. E. CRONIN, F. L. ROOT. 
Frederick G. Payne, 
PRINTING 
COLLEGE 
AND 
80CIETY 
138 Lisbon Street, 
Corner Lisbon and Ash. 
' |i. ,.,)i M.'.HMi.'i -' \'i) s\ ] 1: -.1,11.1,1   iniiii"!I ■ ** * 
'N01SIM31 'sja»J»S S8lB8 PUB U!EW ,J°3 
i|1iA\ l«inoj .i<| DBS '^1!0 oi|l ilj 
•oia 'suojSjAOJd 'sauaoug '.JIIO|J 
SOIOHO no Hooxa isamivn net 
AMES   &   MERRILL, 
DEALERS IN 
Fine Teas, Coffees, and Spices, 
All kinds of Fruits 
Flour 
187 Main Street, 
, Meat, Game, and Poultry, 
and Molasses. 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
flew Hampton Literary Institute, 
NEW   HAMPTON,   N. H. 
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, A.M., PH.D., 
PRINCIPAL. 
F.   C.   FARR   &  CO., 
Dealers In 
BOOTS  AND  SHOES. 
Sample and Damaged Goods a Specialty. 
RUBBERS of all kinds.   Special Terms to Students. 
Haymarket Sq., LEWISTON,  ME. 
You Get 
the  Profits 
Of Dealers, Agents, Jobbers 
and Middlemen by buying di- 
rect from the manufacturer. 
No better wheel made than the 
Acme Bicycle 
Built in our own factory by 
skilled workmen, using the best 
material and the most improved 
machinery. We have no agents 
Sold direct from factory to the 
rider, fully warranted. Shipped 
anywhere for examination. 
WRITE FOR 
Our Interesting Offer 
Acme Cycle Co., Elkhart, Ind. 
OUR BUSINESS 
COURSE INCLUDES 
Book-keeping;, 
Actual Business, 
Practice, 
Commercial Arithmetic, 
Practical Penmanship, 
Commercial Law, 
Banking;, 
Wholesaling, 
Retailing;, 
Real Estate, 
Commission, 
Spelling, 
Business Letter Writing, 
Rapid Calculation, 
Business Forms. 
Ellard  Building, 178 Lisbon  Street, LEWISTON. 
OUR SHORT-HAND 
COURSE INCLUDES: 
Short-hand, 
Type-writing, 
Practical Penmanship, 
Business Letter Writing, 
Spelling, 
Rapid Calculation, 
Dictation, 
Court Reporting. 
Students can enter at any time. 
Call or write for terms. 
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY. 
THE   HORACE   PARTRIDGE   COHPANY, 
Complete Athletic Outfitters- 
Base-Ball, Tennis, Golf, Track, and Gymnasium Supplies. 
Team Orders a Specialty. 
MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS IN BICYCLES AND BICYCLE SUNDRIES. 
Students quoted liberal terms for Introducing our lines Into new territory. 
55 and 57 Hanover Street,  BOSTON,  MASS. 
Catalogues and particulars free. 
STUDENTS! 
Benefit    your   college and 
yourselves, by trading with 
those who advertise in this 
magazine. 
DENTIST. 
Percy ft HoWe, D.D.S., 
Osgood Block, LEWISTON. 
OFFICE HOCBS:   8 to 12 A.M., 1 to 6 P.M., and 
evenings. 
JAMES   A.   ASHTON, 
Hair-Dresser. 
AH work done by first-class workmen. 
RAZORS  HONED AND  CONCAVED. 
All kinds of Barbers' Supplies for Sale. 
219 Main St.,     -   -    LBWISTON,   ME. 
CALL   ON -*• 
A.   L.  GRANT 
FOR 
FINE CONFECTIONERY, 
ICE-CREAM, FRUIT, AND SODA. 
Hot Chocolate and Coffee. 
ALTON   L.  GRANT, 
GeflfecUGfier and Caterer, 
170 Lisbon St., LEWISTON. 
Everybody Appreciates 
Honest Clothing 
At Lowest Prices. 
This Is what we are giving our customers. 
This is the principle which is building up our 
business. If you come here and find our Clothing 
reliable, and just as we say it is, you're likely 
to come again. 
You ought to buy all your Furnishings of us 
and save money. We are agents for the famous 
Peyser 2100 Linen Collars, and sell them for 10c. 
SYKES CLOTHING CO, 
54 Lisbon St., LEWISTON. 
J. N. WOOD CO 
TELErnoNK 159-2. 
THE CLOSEST INSPECTION 
will fail to disclose the slightest flaw iu any 
overcoat or suit that goes out of our store. 
Whether you pay much or little, you know 
exactly what you are getting—the fabric, the 
lining, and the tailoring will he thoroughly 
dependable, and the price will be what our 
prices always are—the lowest in town for any- 
thing like similar values. 
Maines & Bonnallie, 
ONE-PRICE 
CLOTHIERS, 
LEWISTON, ME. 
PRINTED  AT JOURNAL  OFFICE, LEWISTON. 
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